WHAT WE WANT
COOL STUFF ON THE MXA MUST-HAVE LIST
UNDER $10
SPECTRO SHINE SILICONE FINISH
Spectro Shine is a silicone-based spray-on finish that will give
your bike a showroom shine. It is the ultimate cleaner/polish for
your motorcycle, protecting it from dust, dirt and mud. For the
best results, Spectro recommends to first clean your ride with
Spectro Motorcycle Wash, then finish with Spectro Shine.
$9.95—www.spectro-oils.com or your local dealer.

UNDER $30
FACTORY EFFEX
YAMAHA T-SHIRT
Factory Effex has a full
line of officially licensed
apparel for Honda,
Yamaha, Kawasaki, Suzuki
and Rockstar. Now you
can represent your favorite
brand in style or snag an
easy gift for the moto-head
in your family with the
classic designs and comfortable, 100-percent-cotton, 4.3-ounce
combed ring-spun fabric. The Factory Effex
apparel line is a hit.
$26.95—www.factoryeffex.com or
your local dealer.

UNDER $140
KTM 60-PIECE TOOLBOX
Complete your garage and moto vehicle
with the 60-piece KTM toolbox, perfect for the
orange bleeder in your family. The 60-piece,
3/8-inch toolbox is strong and sturdy and
ready to go whenever you are. It comes with
high-quality, chrome-vanadium tools that will
help you cover your everyday maintenance tasks
quickly and easily. The toolbox comes with a
ratchet, two extensions, a socket wrench, hexagonal sockets from sizes 6 to 24, Allen keys
from 3 to 10, Phillips bit, slotted bits and Torx
bits from 15 to 55. Each tool is fitted into the
case precisely so you can close it up and carry
it like a suitcase to your vehicle and to the track
without making a mess of your tools.
$139.99—www.ktm.com/us/ktmpower
partsus or your local KTM dealer.

UNDER $230
FCP ENGINE MOUNTS
FCP Racing is a young company
based in Southern California, and
they’re venturing into a new market in
the moto industry by selling aftermarket engine mounts. Up until recently,
only the factory teams would experiment with different engine mounts
to improve the handling and feel of
their bikes, but now FCP is making
these parts available to the public.
The mounts are made to improve
handling, cornering and traction. In
2018, Aaron Plessinger used the
Ti front mounts during the pro motocross season, and both the Star Yamaha and
Smart Top/MCR Honda teams will be running the FCP engine mounts in 2019.
$229, top mounts; $129, front mounts—www.fcpracing.com or kris_
palmproducts@outlook.com.
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NOTABLE
QUOTABLES
“Late last year I finally got the broken bone that I so richly deserved.
When my doctor finally released me
to ride, I stunk. I know what you are
thinking, but it was possible to stink
more than I stunk before I got hurt.”
—Jody’s Box—page 12.
“MXA test riders abused the clutch
mercilessly, trying to urge the CRF250
to jump the gap from no low to optimum high. The last time every test
rider universally disliked a powerband
as much as the 2019 CRF250 was
on the 2018 Honda CRF250.”
—2019 MXA 250 Four-Stroke
Shootout—page 40.
“From what weathered barn did they
select the blue paint for the frame?
The dull color is bad enough, but they
covered it up with black frame guards.
As for the non-existent graphics, ‘We
don’t need no stinkin’ graphics!”
—2019 Husqvarna FC350
Test—page 62.
“If you get a bad start, then you
make the best of it. If your bike
breaks, then you survive. When you
have a bad day, you get fifth. When
you have a good day, you destroy
everyone. You must be able to endure
pain and still forge ahead and race for
the championship.”
—Faded Glory: Ricky Johnson
1982 Mistake—page 80.
“In 2006, the ground-breaking
Yamaha YZ250 retailed for $6199,
and the 2006 Yamaha YZ450F had
an MSRP of $6899. That was a
$700 price difference. In 2019, the
Yamaha YZ250 retails for $7399,
while the 2019 YZ450F has an MSRP
of $9299 for a $1900 price difference.”
—2019 Yamaha YZ250 Test—
page 94.
“We expect Supercross suspension
to be stiff, but we entered a whole
new realm of stiffness when we
hopped on Stewart’s L&M YZ450F.
The forks wouldn’t budge. We railed
corners, hit triples and aced rhythm
sections, but the works Kayaba forks
hardly moved.”
—We Ride James Stewart’s
2009 L&M YZ450F—page 104.
“Your dad is wrong, but we love
that he threw in ‘centrifugal force’ as
justification for this long-standing old
wives’ tale. Centrifugal force is a pseudo-scientific way to say that a body in
motion stays in motion.”
—Ask the MXperts—page 146.

